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I have been chosen for a very 
important project, I am very 

excited

hi where are you going so 
fast?
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They’d like to know you better, 
because in their world you are 

everywhere

What is about? And why 
one of us?
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Surely, we are very 
well-known!

Who has never read Hugo, Verne?
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and what about the 
commercials?

... the cinema, 
        Walt Disney?!
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Apiciu’s delicious recipes, everyone in 
Rome loved them!

And then Ovidio, Plinio, Teognide 
have written about the octopus
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We are cephalopod 
molluscs of the order 

Octopoda, we have a lot 
of potentials.

Infact you are unique, with 
these big eyes, four pair of 
arms.
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Besides we can also watch 
movies. We can see 50 
photogramms every second with 
an high definition! Men can’t!

You have been choosen because 
of your inteligence.

Really?! Is it true?!
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I have heard that you could also 
have mirror neurons.
Do you know Rizzolatti?

What are you talking 
about? I only know the 
classical writers.
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Oh yes, “take yours the attitude of the 
octopus with many arms”

  Eh, as Doctor Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde. But we are in 2013! The 
neurosciences!!
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Mirror neurons will be for the 
psicology, what DNA has meant 
for biology.

Discovering the mirror 
neurons, neuroscience have 
started to understand what 
the theathre has always 
known.
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You are forgetting the arts! 
The amphors of Micene, but 
also Klimt, Picasso...
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The Rapallo fountain! Maybe the 
designers have exagerated, they have 
designed everything in octopus form, 
the Octopus chair, lamps, etc...
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How can we have your informations?
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Fiorito thinks that the octopus 
has a quick mind at least like 
that of a vertebrate. I will 
help him in his experiments.
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 Follow me on 
www.liceolamura.org
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CEPHALOPOD AWARENESS DAYS
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Why study cephalopods.

Cephalopods and Direc-
tive 2010/63: challenges 
and opportunities! 
The Guidelines will co-
ver all aspects of care and 
welfare of Cephalopods in 
research including: supply, 
capture and transport; 
environment and control; 
housing, enrichment and 
care; assessment of health 
and disease prevention; 
scientific procedures; trai-
ning of animal care staff 
and users.
In addition, taking 
into account Directive 
2010/63/EU - that frames 
European legislation on 
the protection of animals 
used in research and edu-

cation - the Association 
aims to discuss, examine 
and facilitate its impact 
on present and future re-
search in this area; it will 
also foster the creation of 
a consensus view on issues 
and practical implications 
regarding the welfare of 
cephalopods.
Its main activity is to pro-
mote and financially sup-
port the advancement of 
knowledge relating to the 
biological, physiological, 
behavioural and ecological 
characteristics of living or-
ganisms belonging to taxa 
of interest.

GRAZIANO FIORITO
Research interests: beha-
vioural biology, evolution 
and function of neural 
structures; cephalopods, 
mainly octopus
President of the association 
Cephalopod Research
“CephRes” - ONLUS

Aims of CephRes are to 
promote
i. the advancement of bio-
logical science and related 
disciplines, and

ii. education and advan-
ced training, to foster the 
study and dissemination 
of knowledge regarding 
cephalopods and marine 
organisms that share their 
biota.
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All the studies are to be carri-
ed out respecting ecologically 
sustainable development, 
also with the aim to facilita-
te R&D that may provide a 
socio-economic impact.

The Association aims to take 
all actions necessary to faci-
litate the diffusion, both at 
national and international 
level, of cephalopod mollusks 
and their related species as a 
study model for the advance-
ment of Knowledge.

http://www.cephalopodrese-
arch.org/who-we-are
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READINGS



made scary in

Literature

1866 1869

Cinema

Pirates of the 
Caribbean

The curse of the chest

Victor Hugo

introduced pieuvre

Julies Verne

transformed the 
Octopus in Kraken

20000 leagues under the sea

The Octopus in society

starring in

as Kraken as cecaelia

The Little 
Mermaid

placed on the market in

Advertising

sponsor of

Pepsi

the evaluator in

Simple Business

inspired by

Polpo Paul

used for

Kayak.it
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The workers of the sea
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Victor Marie Hugo was born in 
1802 in Besançon. Hugo’s fa-
ther was an officer so the family 
moved frequently and Hugo 
learned much from these travels.                                                                                                                                         
Weary of the constant moving 
and at odds with her husband’s 
lack of Catholic beliefs, So-
phie, Hugo’s mother, separated 
temporarily from Léopold in 
1803 and settled in Paris with 
her children. Thereafter she do-
minated Hugo’s education and 
upbringing. It was only later, 
during the events leading up to 
France’s 1848 Revolution, that 
he would begin to rebel against 
his Catholic Royalist education 
and instead champion Repu-
blicanism and Freethought.                                                                                                                                  
Victor Hugo’s first mature 
work of fiction, Le Dernier 
jour d’un condamné, appea-
red in 1829, and reflected the 
acute social conscience that 
would infuse his later work. 
He became the figurehead of 
the romantic literary move-
ment with the plays Cromwell 
(1827) and Hernani (1830).                                                                            
Hugo waited until after his 
mother’s death (in 1821) to 
marry Adèle Foucher in 1822.                                                                                                                                
His oldest and favorite daughter, 
Léopoldine, died at age 19 in 
1843. The death left her father 
devastated. Hugo decided to 
live in exile after Napoleon III’s 
Coup d’état at the end of 1851. 

20LITERATURE

VICTOR HUGO
[…] The whale has enor-
mous bulk, the devil-fish 
is comparatively small, the 
jararaca makes a hissing 
noise, the devil-fish is mute; 
the rhinoceros has a horn, 
the devil fish has none, the 
scorpion has a dart, the 
devil-fish has no dart; the 
shark has sharp fins, the 
devil-fish has no fins, the 

vespertiliobat has wings 
with claws, the devil-fish 
has no wings; the porcupine 
has his spines, the devil-fish 
has no spines; the sword-fish 
has his sword, the devil-fish 
has none; the torpedo has 
its electric spark, the devil-
fish has none; the toad has 
its poison, the devil-fish has 
none; the viper has its ve-
nom the devil-fish has no
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After leaving France, Hugo lived 
in Brussels briefly in 1851 before 
moving to the Channel Islands, 
where he stayed until 1870. 
Although Napoleon III proclai-
med a general amnesty in 1859, 
under which Hugo could have 
safely returned to France, the 
author stayed in exile, only re-
turning when Napoleon III was 
forced from power as a result of 
the French defeat in the Franco-
Prussian War in 1870. After the 
Siege of Paris, Hugo lived again 
in Guernsey from 1872–73 be-
fore finally returning to France 
for the remainder of his life. 
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venom; the lion has its ta-
lons, the devil-fish has no 
talons; the griffon has its 
beak, the devil-fish has no 
beak; the crocodile has its 
jaws, the devil-fish has no 
teeth. The devil-fish has no 
muscular organisation, no 
menacing cry, no breastpla-
te, no horn, no dart, no 
claw, no tail with which to 
hold or bruise; no cutting 
fins, or wings with nails, 
no prickles, no sword, no 
electric discharge, no poison, 
no talons, no beak, no teeth. 
Yet he is of all creatures the 
most formidably armed. 
What, then, is the devil-
fish? It is the sea vampire.
It is of the thickness of a 
man’s arm, and in length 
nearly five feet. Its outline 
is ragged. Its form resembles 
an umbrella closed, and 

without handle. This irre-

gular mass advances slowly 
towards you. Suddenly it 
opens, and eight radii issue 
abruptly from around a face 
with two eyes. These radii 
are alive; their undulation 
is like lambent flames; they 
resemble, when opened, the 
spokes of a wheel, of four 
or five feet in diameter. A 
terrible expansion! It springs 
upon its prey.
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With Jules Verne, the cre-
ature monstrous already 
introduced by Hugo you
identify in kraken. 
The latter is a sea mon-
ster the size abnormal, 
represented
generally as a giant octo-
pus with fairly large ten-
tacles to wrap a ship and
cause the death of men 
corrupt.
 

                        

Jules Gabriel Verne was born 
on February 8, 1828, in Nan-
tes, France, the eldest son of a 
prosperous lawyer, Pierre Verne, 
and his wife Sophie. Raised in a 
middle-class family, Jules despi-
sed his parents’ constant drive to 
achieve middle-class respectabili-
ty. Always rebellious but unsuc-
cessful, Verne learned to escape 
into his own world of imagina-
tion. These feelings would show 
up in many of Verne’s works as 
an adult.                          An 
otherwise uneventful childho-
od was marked by one major 
event. In his twelfth year, Jules 
worked as a cabin boy on an 
ocean-going ship. The ship was 
intercepted by his father before 
it went to sea, and Jules is said to 
have promised his parents that 
in the future he “would travel 
only in imagination”—a predic-
tion fulfilled in a manner his pa-
rents could not have imagined.                                                                                         
In 1847 Verne went to Paris, 
France, to study law, although 
privately he was already plan-
ning a literary career. Owing 
to the friendship he made with 
French author Alexandre Dumas 
the Elder (1802–1870), Verne’s 
first play,  Broken Straws,  was 
produced—with some success—
in 1850. From 1852 to 1855 
he held a steady and low-paying 
position as secretary of a Paris 
theater, the Théâtre Lyrique. 
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‘ I looked at Conseil, and 
Ned Land rushed towards 
the glass.
- What a fearsome beast! - 
Exclaimed.
I went to look at myself and 
could not repress a move-
ment of
repulsion. Before my eyes 
stirred a horrible monster,
worthy of inclusion in the 
legends of the sea.
It was a colossal octopus 
that moved sideways
towards the Nautilus prodi-
gious rate.
 Meanwhile, the Nautilus 
had returned to the surface. 
On
last steps, a sailor was un-
screwing the bolts
hatch. He had just freed the 

panel was lifted
with extreme violence, evi-
dently sucked from the suc-
tion cup of a
tentacle that immediately 
crept like a snake into the 
opening.
With an ax severed the for-
midable Captain Nemo
arm slipped on the stairs, 
wringing.
While we were trying to 
reach the platform, two 
other
tentacles, lashing the air, it 
fell to the sailor who
ahead, grabbed her and 
lifted him with extreme vio-
lence.

He continued to write co-
medies and operettas and 
began contributing short 
stories to a popular magazi-
ne,  Le Musée des familles.                                                                                                                                        
 During a visit to Amiens, 
France, in May 1856, Verne met 
and fell in love with the wido-
wed daughter of an army offi-
cer, Madame Morel, whom he 
married the following January. 
The circumstance that his wife’s 
brother was a stockbroker may 
have influenced Verne in ma-
king the unexpected decision to 
embrace this profession. Mem-
bership in the Paris Exchange 
did not seriously interfere with 
his literary labors, however,                                          
because he adopted a rigo-
rous timetable, rising at five 
o’clock in order to put in 
several hours researching and 
writing before beginning his 
day’s work at the Bourse.                                                                              
Verne’s first long work of 
fiction,  Five Weeks in a Bal-
loon,  took the form of an ac-
count of a journey by air over 
central Africa, at that time 
largely unexplored. The book, 
published in January 1863, 
was an immediate success. He 
then decided to retire from 
stockbroking and to devote 
himself full time to writing.                                      
Verne’s personality was com-
plex.
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Captain Nemo uttered a 
cry, and rushed out. And we
rushed behind him.
What a scene! The wretch, 
taken from the tentacles and 
retained by
suckers, dangling in the air 
at the whim of that enor-

mous proboscis.

Taken from twenty thou-
sand leagues
under the sea, Jules Ver-
nes,1870

Though capable of bouts of 
extreme liveliness and given to 
joking and playing practical 
jokes, he was basically a shy 
man, happiest when alone in 
his study or when sailing the 
English Channel in a conver-
ted fishing boat.
In 1886 Verne was the victim 
of a shooting accident, which 
left him disabled. The man that 
shot him proved to be a nephew 
who was suffering from mental 
instability. This incident ser-
ved to reinforce Verne’s natural 
tendency toward depression. 
Although he served on the city 
council of Amiens two years 
later, he spent his old age in 
retirement. In 1902 he became 
partially blind and he died on 
March 24, 1905 in Amiens.
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In the film industry, 
many directors have been 
inspired by the Kraken’s 
terrifying figure and have 
introduced it in their pro-
ductions. 

This is the case of the 
film directed by Gore 
Verbinski, Pirates of the 
Caribbean -  The curse of 
the Chest in 2006.

The monstrous character Davy Jones in the film 
“Pirates of the Caribbean”

Cinema

26CINEMA

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlPcJv9V0vc&feature=youtu.be
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Another aspect of the oc-
topus in the film is given 
by the figure of cecaelia, 
a mythological being 
generated by the fusion 
between a woman and an 

octopus.
 Ursula, the sea witch 
antagonist in the Disney 
animated film The Little 
Mermaid, is an example.
 

27CINEMA
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Today the octopuses have 
become very popular 
among people thanks to 
their appearances on TV. 
Especially thanks to the 
World Cup of 2010 peo-
ple are interested in them. 
In this time ,a German 

octopus , called Paul ,pre-
dicted the results of the 
matches of the German 
team correctly. Pubblicità

28ADVERTISING
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;such us the octopus cal-
led Nando, the roman  
cousin of Paul, used in 

the publicity of “Impresa 
Semplice”.

In 2003, Monica Bellucci was the star of 
TV spot for the first perfume of “Dol-
ce and Gabbana”. In the scene you can 
see an octopus while it is grabbed and 
thrown against the rocks by a Sicilian-
man.

      What is “Impresa Semplice”?
It is the proposal of Telecom, which 
offers various telephony solutions to 
answer all needs. www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoUmlslBNCg
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmS7e3pM3ng
 D&G SICILY 
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The octopus is  seen as an 
animal very functional too, 
because it has eight arms. 
We can find this  in the ad-
vertising of Air Wick and 
Kayak.

Gentle Giant was the first al-
bum of British rock band Gen-
tle Giant, released in 1970.

LEGO

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0ER1k_FPbc

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UELivL3ZWVU
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Why  count only on two hands if someone else can use 
eight arms?

Contact us at “TentacoliDelPulito@octomail.polp” and you will also 
receive your octopus of cleaning.
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LECTIO: IN POLIPO 
[APICIUS, DE RE COQUI-
NARIA, 9, V, 1]

	  

Pliny the Elder, Natural 
history, XI, 133 passim

OVID

  HALIEUTICON 
LIBER, VV. 31-37 The octopus’ nature
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LECTIO: IN POLIPO 
[APICIUS, DE RE COQUINARIA, 9, V, 1]

Lapidary is the recipe of this octopus carpaccio. in six 
 Words,Apicius,  conveys the method of preparation of 
This simple and tasty dish. Obviusly, the interpretation 
of the recipe needs more than six words. 
However, the effect is sure!

	  

Apicio

Apicius was probably born 
around 25 a. C. and always 
lived in imperial Rome. 
The first and most famous 
cookbook, De re coquinaria, 
is probably the result of the 
fusion and the transcription 
of two of his gastronomic 
works, still today a classic of 
culinary literature, as well as 
important record of the daily 
life of that time
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Pliny the Elder, Natural history, XI, 133 passim

Cerebrum omnia habent animalia,quae sanguinem 
habent, etiam in mari mollia sicut polypus, quamvis 
careant sanguine, cerebrum habent. Sed homo ma-
ximum cerebrum habet et umidissimum omnium 
viscerum,frigidissimum, membranis velatum.Cerebrum 
viri quam cerebrum feminae maius est……………….

All animals that have blood, have a 
brain:  animals without 
bone structure, too. For example the octopus.
However, a man has a bigger brain. 
Men’s brain is bigger than women’s brain.

Pliny

Pliny the Elder called the “Old 
Man” was born in Como in 
23-24 AD; he belonged to the 
equestrian order in Rome. The 
only work received is  the mo-
numental Naturalis Historia 
(Natural History), in 37 books. 
Extensive survey of all that exists 
in nature, starting from the hu-
man to topics ranging from art 
to medicine, a really compen-
dium of knowledge available up 
to that time.

34OCTOPUS VULGARIS IN THE ANCIENT WORLD
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 OVID

At contra scopulis crinali corpore segnis
polypus haeret et hac eludit retia fraude
et sub lege loci sumit mutatque colorem
semper ei similis quem contegit, atque ubi praedam
pendentem saetis avidus rapit, hic quoque fallit,
elato calamo cum demum emersus in auras
bracchia dissolvit populatumque expuit hamum

  HALIEUTICON LIBER, VV. 31-37

The octopus adheres to the cliff and 
avoids capture and camouflages the pigment by 
varying colours.
 It Knows how to take the bait mocking the fi-
sherman: after the tearing of the barrel, rises to 
the surface and goes away spitting the hook.

Ovid
Ovid is one of the most im-
portant author of the Augustan 
Roman elegy, he wrote several 
papers among which worth 
mentioning: the Ars Amatoria 
and the Metamorphoses. The 
Ars Amatoria is a treaty that pro-
vides the rules to conduct in a 
love relationship. Metamorpho-
ses collect, under the pretext of 
the transformations, the greek 
mythological heritage.

35OCTOPUS VULGARIS IN THE ANCIENT WORLD
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The octopus’ nature
  Theognis exhorts his heart to imitate octopus 
mimesis: how the octopus is able to adapt the 
skin color to the seabed, so man must conform, 
without losing his character, to the outside envi-
ronment. The close attention to the social con-
text in which we work is a form of intelligence; 
without it, you fall into a dull inflexibility.

Theognis

Under the name of Theognis 
came to us a corpus of elegies 
with different themes. Especially 
Theognis sings the profound 
social changes of Greece of the 
sixth century. AC and complain 
about the advance of new social 
classes that compete with the 
traditional aristocracy of which 
he is a part.

36OCTOPUS VULGARIS IN THE ANCIENT WORLD



BIVALVES                         CEPHALOPODS               GASTEROPODS

radula

coat

heart

palleal 
cavity

gill

foot

MOLLUSC’S PHILU8
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CEPHALOPODS

present

HEAD AND FOOD TOGHE-
TER
FOOD TURNED IN HIS ARMS

ORDERS

DIBRANCHIATI 600 SPECIES LIVINGS
9000 SPECIES FOLLIS

you know

8 ARMS WITH 2 ROWS OF 
LONGITUDINAL SUCKERS  

OCTOPODES DECAPOD

TETRABRANCHIATI

10 ARMSOCTOPUS
CUTTLEFISH 
AND SQUIDS

NAUTILIUS

subclasses
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CEPHALOPODS

The name of octopo-
sus has a greek origin: 
“kefalè”, means “head”, 
“podos”  “Foot;” they 
are  very evoluted animals 
both from functional and 
morphologic point of 
view.  Actually there are 
600 species of this animal.
The octopusus  is a cefalo-
pod mollusc of the order 
octopoda. 
It has 2 eyes and four pairs 
of arms and it is a bilatery 
symmetric. In the trunk 
of the body there is the 
mantle. He can have  80 
m of length and 2 tons of 
weightIt has an ovale body 
like a bag. The head and 
the body are fused into  a 

single  structure.  In the 
side of the body there are  
the eyes, the best point 
of this animal.  In fact 
his  lively  behaviour is 
linked  to  visual  capacity. 
Around the mouth  there 
are the arms and they have 
a particular suckers. In  
the suckers there are some 
muscles that produce the 
movement.  It is the most 
intelligent among  the in-
vertebrates, it is intelligent 
as pets.. It has an awesome 
brain mass, its brain has a 
nervous structure with 30 
lobes; its skull is cartila-
nious .
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A specimen untrained can 
open a bottle in 2 minu-
tes to take the foods.  In 
more it is an intuitive 
animal : it can understand 
other’s purpose and play 
brain games. 
It has 170 milions neu-
rons as some vertebrates. 
the particolarity  is that 
the neurons are all arms 
long : he has an “intelli-
gent arms” and they can 

move while chopped. 
probably the octopus has 
mirror neurons, infact it 
learns imitating as an ex-
periment of Fiorito  (nea-
politan scientist)   testifies.

40CEPHALOPODS

www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DoWdHOtlrk
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 http://youtu.be/JMY4BRvqbpE

In every sucker there is a 
circular muscle that ex-
pands and contracts the 
diameter, while on the 
base of the sucker there 
are vertical muscles that 
cause the lengthening 
and the shortening of the 
peduncle. He prefers to 
feed on molluscs, bivalves, 
hedgehogs or crustaceans. 
After forced the shell with 
the strong beak, placed at 
the centre of the arms, im-

mobilizes the animal with 
his spittle to feed on him 
greedily. Instead, with lar-
ge seize  bivalves, uses an 
extraordinary technique: 
he cames up to him fur-
tively, and with the arm 
threads a pebble between 
the two valves, preventing 
him from closing.
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THE BRAIN

The octopus is one of 
the most evolved species 
among invertebrates. His 
brain is characterized by 
an high centralization 
of amalgamated masses 

which form a nervous cen-
tral structure constituted 
by approximately 30 lobe-
sario e viscerale.

45CEPHALOPODS

1936
DISCOVERY OF THE 

SQUID’S GIANT 
AXON

J.Z.Young suggests that 
the giant axon of the 
sqid could be used to 
understand the brain’s 

cells.
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The octopus is one of the 
most intelligent existing 
invertebrates. 
His brain comprehend 
170 million neurons. A 
similar number is funda-
ble in some vertebrates.  
The most strange thing 
but at the same time the 
most particular one is 
that the 5/3 of these neu-
rons are on the arms. 
This means that each arm 
has its own intelligence and 
mobility. According to this 
if an arm is amputated the 

capacity of moving of the 
octopus doesn’t change. 
It is still very coordinated. 
In addition octopus can 
classify objects according 
to form and dimensions 
moreover he can orientate 
himself into a labyrinth. 
It is supposed that even 
octopus has mirror neu-
rons or similar ones, which 
guarantee him the capaci-
ty to learn by imitation. 
The imitation capacity  for 
example apes, men…
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This is what Graziano 
Fiorito showed  in his ex-
periment. Exemplars of 
octopus vulgaris not trai-
ned to choose a particular 
object were demonstrated 
by trained octopuses how 
to choose an object accor-
ding to an award or a pu-
nishment. The experiment 

was successful so showed 
that even octopuses can 
learn by imitation. The 
discover opens new views 
for the theory study of 
octopus and its “intelli-
gence”.
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NAPLES - “When I saw 
the ‘experiment to suc-
ceed it seemed so incredi-
ble ...”. Graziano Fiorito 
notes with gratitude the 
octopuses, satisfied with 
his shellfishes. They, at-
tached with suction cups 
to the glass of the tanks, 
look at him rolling their 
eyes: “The only human 
thing they have” says the 
scientist. The four octopu-
ses allowed the researcher 
to enter in the Neapoli-
tan history of studies on 
animal behaviour: after 
six years of work, in fact, 
Fiorito was able to show 
that the octopuses - mol-
luscs of the  Cephalopods’ 
family - “are able to sol-

ve complex problems.” 
Does that mean that the 
octopuses we eat  are in-
telligent animals? “Intelli-
gence is a highly addictive 
word that we use only for 
“man,” says cautiously 
Fiorito, who even before 
the personal success, the 
progress of science and to’ 
front-page article on the 
‘Herald Tribune, loses its 
scientific rigor . An essay 
in the journal Science, si-
gned by Fiorito and Pietro 
Scotto, a researcher at the 
‘University of Reggio Ca-
labria,   has released, a few 
days ago, the discovery 
made in the laboratories 
of the Zoological Station 
in Na ples: octopuses                                       
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Zoological Station 
Anton Dohrn in Na-
ples 

It was founded in 1872 
by the German scien-
tist Anton Dohrn. The 
scientist was one of 
the leading German 
Darwinist; from a we-
althy family, he studied 
zoology and medici-
ne in several German 
universities with poor 
attention and enthusia-
sm; when he returned 
to study at Jena, where 
Ernst Haeckel introdu-
ced him to the works 
and theories of Dar-
win, Dohrn became a 
fervent defender of the 
theories on evolution 
by natural selection.

BEHAVIORAL BIOLOGY
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 learn by imitation, by 
observing the behavior 
of their peers, this  “tech-
nique” is typical of the 
higher and social animal 
- such as birds, monkeys 
and the ‘man - unknown 
however, between the 
invertebrates. “The di-
scovery opens new ways 
in the study of the theo-
retical model of learning 
by observation, I would 
say to your new thoughts. 
Certainly opens new ways 
to the study of octopus, 
“said Fiorito. For four ye-
ars he worked full-time to 
observe  movements and 
thoughts of his shellfishes, 
“but I can not go on all 
night as other researchers: 
after ten hours I must 

stop,” he says with regret. 
The story of the octopus 
as an intelligent animal 
starts with a jar contai-
ning a live crab: the oc-
topus had to try to open 
the jar and the researchers 
observed if their capacity 
increased with the perfor-
mance.
“In ‘90 came out  our first 
article which showed that 
octopuses were able to 
solve the task and impro-
ve from the fifth round 
onwards. 26 April 1992 
19 sec. CHRONICUE.
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In Messina, Dohrn 
and Micloukho-Maklai 
conceived a plan to 
cover the globe with a 
network of zoological 
research stations, simi-
lar to railway stations, 
where scientists could 
stop, collect materials, 
make observations and 
conduct experiments, 
before moving to the the 
next station. In 1870 
Dohrn decided that Na-
ples would be the best 
place for his station. This 
choice was due to the 
biological wealth of the 
Gulf of Naples and even 
to the ability to start a 
research institute of in-
ternational importance 
in a big college town like 
Naples, which had itself 
a strong international 
element.

BEHAVIORAL BIOLOGY
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Nutritional values of Octopus vulgaris
Macronutrient composition
Main: Calories: 82 Calories: 343 kcal kj
:p roteine: 14.91 g
Fiber: 0 g
Residual sugar: 0 g
Water: 80.25 g

Minerals: calcium: 53 mg sodium: 230 mg
Phosphorus: 186 mg Potassiumj: 350 mg iron: 5.3 mg
Magnesium: 30 mg zinc: Copper: 0.435 1.68 mg mg
MN: 0.025 mg Selenium: mcg 44.8

Vitamins
Retinol (Vit. A): 45 mcg vitamin A, IU: 150 IU
Vitamin A, RAE: 45 mcg Thiamine (Vit. B1): 0.03 mg
Riboflavin (Vit. B2): 0.04 mg Niacin (Vit. B3): 2.1 mg
Pantothenic Acid (Vit. B5): 0.5 mg
Pyridoxine (Vit. B6): 0.36 mg
Folic acid (Vit. B9 or Folacin) or M: 0 mcg
Food folate: Folate 16 mcg, DFE: 16 mcgDFE
Folate, total: 16 mcg (Cobalamin Vit. B12): 20 mcg
Vitamin B-12, added: 0 mcg Ascorbic Acid (Vit. C): 5 mg 
vitamin D (D2D3): 0 mcg
Vitamin D3: 0 mcg

V H

From the sea
in the frying pan!
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Colecalcifenolo (Vit. (D)): 0 IU
Alpha-Tocopherol (Vit. E): 1.2 mg
Vitamin E, added: 0 mg
Phylloquinone (Vit. K): 0.1 mcg
Total choline (Vit. J): 65 mg
Carotene, beta: 0 mcg
Carotene, Alpha: 0 mcg
Cryptoxanthin, beta: 0 mcg
Lycopene: 0 mcg
0 mcg lutein zeaxanthin

Grassi
Monounsaturated fatty acids: 
0.162 g
Polyunsaturated fatty acids: 0.239 
g
Saturated fatty acids: 0.227 g
Cholesterol: 48 mg
Monounsaturated fats
16: undifferentiated: 0.066 g 1
18: undifferentiated: 0.062 g 1
20: 1: 0.024 g
22: undifferentiated: 0.01 g 1

Polyunsaturated fats
18: 2 of undifferentiated: 0.009 g
18: undifferentiated: 0 g 3
18: 4: 0.028 g

Amino Acids
Aspartic acid: 1,438 g
Glutamic acid: 2,027 g
Alanine: 0.902 g
Arginine: 1,088 g
Cysteine: 0.196 g
Phenylalanine: 0.534 g
Glycine: 0.933 (g)
Isoleucine: 0.649 g
Histidine: 0.286 g
Leucine: 1,049 g
Lysine: 1,114 g
Methionine: 0.336 g
ProLine: 0.608 g
Serine: 0.668 g
Tyrosine: 0.477 g
Threonine: 0.642 g
Tryptophan: 0.167 g
Valine: 0.651 g

Other
Ethyl alcohol: 0 g
Caffeine: 0 mg
Theobromine: 0 mg
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The octopus in Italian cuisine

A classic dish but always appreciated: the insalata 
di mare it’s easy even at home, the only shrewdness 
consist in boiling fish alone, according to their dif-
ferent time of cooking. 
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THE OCTOPUS IN THE  
INTERNATIONAL CUCINE

The octopus is worldwide 
use. In Japan, the word 
tako means octopus. The 
takoyaki is a tipical Japa-
nese dish, which consists 
in small octopus balls.     

It is especially receipt of 
Hosaka, but it’s very fa-
mous in all Japan.

Ingredients for 20 balls 
of the takoyaki

150g of flour 00
300ml di dashi (broth)
seed oil
1 egg
beni shoga (red ginger)
a pinch of salat
1 teaspoon of sugar
100g octopus boiled
chive
kazuo bushi (dried 
algae aonori
sauce takoyaki
maionnayse
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THE NEUROSCIENCES
At the end of ‘90s in the 
laboratory of Parma’s Uni-
versity, Giacomo Rizzolatti 

and his equipe for serendi-
pity, word already used by 
Horace Walpole in 1754 
to indicate the capacity of 
make for accident incre-
dible scientific revelation, 
found out in one of the 

most important discover 
in psychology field: mirror 
neurons. 

These neurons work as a 
mirror because they be-
came active reflecting the 
actions made by other   
people. 
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A group of researches were 
dedicating to the analysis 
of the cerebral cortex 
using macaques, which 
were eating peanuts. The 
scientist, in fact, wanted 
to study the behaviors of 
each neuron of monkey, 
while the latters were 
catching the peanuts and 
eating them. Anecdotes 
recount that during one 
of this experiment, while 
one of the researches was 

bringing a peanut from 
a basket assigned for this 
research, some neurons 
of the monkey, which 
was looking at the scene, 
responded. At the begin-
ning, the entire group of 
the researchers thought 
that was a mistake of the 
instrumentation, but the 
following repetitions of 
the action carried to the 
concretization of the di-
scovery.

Giacomo Rizzolatti 
(born April 28, 1937) is 
an Italian neurophysio-
logist who works at the 
University of Parma. He 
is the Senior Scientist of 
the research team that di-
scovered mirror neurons 
in the frontal and parietal 
cortex of the macaque 
monkey, and has written 
many scientific articles 
on the topic. He is a past 
president of the Europe-
an Brain and Behaviour 
Society. Rizzolatti was the 
2007 co-recipient, with 
Leonardo Fogassi and 
Vittorio Gallese, for the 
University of Louisville 
Grawemeyer Award for 
Psychology.
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After other experiments 
that foresaw the help of 
two sophisticated and in-
novative techniques, Ma-
gnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) and Positron Emis-

sion Tomography (PET), 
they let them concluding 
that even man brain has 
similar mechanism similar 
to the one of monkeys’ 
mirror neurons. 

From 1985 to 1986 he was 
President of the European 
Brain Behavior Society. 
Among the other awards 
are to remember in 1965 
the Prize of the Italian So-
ciety of Neurophysiology; 
in 1971 PAPER-UNESCO 
Fellowship, the Fullbright 
Scholarship in 1980; in 
1982 the Golgi Prize for 
Physiology of the Academy 
of the Lincei; in 1999 he 
was awarded the George 
Miller Award for Cognitive 
Science, the McDonnell 
Foundation of Washing-
ton; In 2000, the Feltri-
nelli Prize for Medicine of 
the Academy of the Lincei. 
In 1999 he was awarded 
an honorary degree by the 
University Claude Bernard 
Lyon for his studies on the 
cognitive functions of the 
motor system.
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The mirror neurons per-
mit to read in other mo-
vements the motivations 
and the targets that are 
hidden, stimulating the 
motor system, the visual 
and the auditive ones. 
For example, if you hear a 
phone ringing, our brain 
will instantly understand 
that the owner the object 
will answer to the phone 
call. If the actions obser-
ved by the viewer are not 
known from this one as 
the bark of the dog or 
the smack of the lips of a 
monkey, there will be just 
a stimulus of the auditive 
and visual systems but not 
from the motor one. 

                                        

In conclusion, the actions 
of different subjects from 
the man reach to provoke 
different type of recogni-
tion, just the action who 
belong to the repertory of 
the viewer are recognized 
and understood by his 
motor system. 
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Is an honorary member of 
the Italian Academy of Neu-
roscience of which he was 
president.
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There is a very interesting 
legend about octopus: 
it is told, long time ago, 
that in wonderful villages 
that oversaw directly to 
the sea the people were 
assaulted from the incur-
sions of the Saraceni. This 
incursion brought them 
dead, kidnappings and 
other. But in Tellaro the 
church was by the sea and 
the inhabitants reached to 

save themselves from the 
incursions because, each 
time that the pirates were 
going to arrive, the bell of 
the church sang and they 
had the time to escape on 
the mountains. Very cu-
rious of that strange thing 
the inhabitants decided 
to hide to see who was 
singing the bell and they 
found out that there was 
an octopus.

Mythology
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THE OCTOPUS AND 
THE CRETAN AND MYCENAEAN ART

 The jug of Gurnià
 

This small pitcher is 
one of the most famous 
artworks of the Cretan 
production. Its reputation 
is not undeserved. In its 
apparent simplicity, the 
work has its undeniable 
charm. On the spherical 
surface to be represented 
is the seabed with algae 
and corals, in which ap-
pears a lively OCTOPUS, 
so it seems likely that we 
look at it. Its tentacles are 
arranged to occupy much 
of the space, creating a 
union so happy with the 
sphericity of the jug that 
the surface seems to di-
sappear. This Naturalism 
so accentuated not only 
demonstrates a capacity 
to observation of Cretan 
artists, but also testifies to 
their ability to synthesize 
and obtein extraordinary 
results.results.

POT
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ROMAN MOSAICS AT POMPEIIGeneral introduction to 
the history of mosaics.

In the Roman world the 
art of mosaic became one 
of the most characteristic 
and fortunate. The mo-
saics, made with small 
pieces of equal size stones 
and colourful marbles 
(opus tessellatum), and 
placed in a bed of con-
crete, gradually became 
known in the whole greek 
world. Probably it was 
an idea imported from 
the East, although it has 
been suggested Sicilian 
origin. The fundamental 
concept was reminiscent 
of tissues: in other words, 
the mosaic, or at least its 
pictorial part, was thought 
as a kind of carpet inser-
ted in the middle of the 
floor, and the name given 
to this central panel was 
“emblem”. 
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In Pompeii the floor was 
seen as a unified space that 
was supposed to be enti-
rely covered by the mo-
saic, which it would have 
seemed a carpet instead of 
a mat. 

This formula is especially 
widespread in the area of 
the Samnite great houses, 
of the second century BC, 
in Pompeii and Hercula-
neum.

All fishes have different 
attitudes and their iden-
tification is not always 
easy, for the failure to re-
produce the most minute 
details, partly due to the 
mosaic technique: diffe-
rent and conflicting beha-
viours can be noted, from 
the office to the aggressive 
to the defensive positions, 

from fear to the peace of 
swimming or relaxing. 
Some fish then, are por-
trayed in those unnatural 
positions that follow the 
death, an element that 
suggests that the artist, in 
some cases, has used the 
models bought in the city 
markets.
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All animals represented 
belong to the most valua-
ble species, a reference to 
the large availability of 
fish in the area, but also 
the considerable economic 
possibilities of the owner 
of the House of the Faun. 
There were a bass, a shrimp, 
a mullet (famous for the 
sounds emitted at the time 
of capture, like grunts, as 
well as expensive because it 
is not reproduced in nurse-
ries), a murex (from which 
we extracted the precious 
shade of purple), a moray 
(frequently raised in nur-
series for the delicacy of its 
flesh), a scorpion fish, bre-
am (fish sacred to Venus), a 
race and a shell, used Pom-
pei also as wall decoration
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The central scene, however, 
even if partially ruined, is a 
struggle waged between an 
octopus and lobster. This 
is not an Italic or Samnite 
subject, but a greek one, 
the development of which 
began in the first half of 
the second century BC and 
went into production of 
Pompeian mosaic, probably 
thanks to the influence of 
the rich Roman villas built 
along the coast. The theme 
of the struggle between 
octopus and lobster spread 
so rapidly and met a great 
favour, because it was a fai-
rly common occurrence and 
easily seen at all those peo-
ples who lived on the sea: 
in Pompeii was rediscovered 
another mosaic, much like 
this, but smaller and wi-
thout frame, whose central 
theme is always represented 
by the same combat. The 
octopus, in antiquity, had 
the reputation of being a 
very intelligent animal and 
cunning, skilled in hunting, 
as evidenced by the attacks 
conducted against shellfish, 
or against the bivalve shells.

Struggle between an octopus and a lobster
(House of the Faun)
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The quality of the Oc-
topus vulgaris, were 
not only related to the 
strength and intelligen-
ce: it was considered an 
example of manhood and 

its meat was reputed to 
be a powerful aphrodisiac 
that can enhance the ero-
ticism of male and female 
and to induce lustful dre-
ams.

Mosaic floor in a thermal room in Herculaneum

In this second case, in 
fact, has been noted as the 
cephalopod is able to insert 
a small stone between the 
shells of the shellfish after 
patiently waited for the 
right moment, when the 
scared shell is forced to 
open in order to breathe: at 
that point, octopus is able 
to unhinge the casing of 
the victim with any ease. In 
the case of the lobster, ho-
wever, as can be seen in the 
mosaic, the octopus sque-
ezes the crustacean in an 
iron grip with its tentacles, 
simultaneously injecting a 
neuromuscular venom that 
not only paralyzes the prey, 
but it also causes the dislo-
cation of limbs. Above the 
cephalopod, on the right, 
you see a scorpion eager 
to participate in the meal 
and surprised in the act of 
snap at an appendix of the 
lobster, while on the left, a 
greedy moray, of octopus 
and crustaceans, appro-
aches proposed probably 
with the intent to take 
advantage of the situation.
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OCTOPUS IN THE ART OF 500
Giuseppe Arcimboldi

A really curious artist, one of 
the most imaginative Lom-
bard painters of the Manne-
rist period, born in Milan in 
1527 and died there in 1593.
His compositions have been 
called “composite heads” 
because he realized human 
busts formed by assembling 
the overlapping of various 
objects, usually flowers, fruit, 
vegetables, fish, shellfish, 
octopus, books and musical 
instruments.
 Allegory of Water - Mu-
seum of Vienna, under the 
protection of Maximilian 
II of Habsburg, and then 
by Rudolf II, Arcimboldi 
in 1556 created a circle of 4 
allegories, dedicated to the 
four primordial elements of 
nature: water, air, fire and 
earth. In this case we find an 
assemblage of fish, shellfish, 
octopus, crabs, shrimps, 
corals, a small seal, which 
serves as an oyster with a 
pearl ear, lobsters, etc ...
 Towards the end of the ‘500, 
after the perfection of the 
Department, there was a 
need to find forms that come 
out from the usual rules to 
provoke in the viewer an 
unusual psychological reac-
tion. 
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Gustav Klimt 
   “There isn’t mine self-portrait. I’m not interested in 
myself as a subject for painting, I am more interested 
in other people, especially if female, but even more 

I’m interested in other forms. I am convinced that my 
person is not particularly interesting. I am a painter 
who paints every day, from morning till evening. 
Figures and landscapes, a bit ‘less portraits. “
(Gustav Klimt)

 In the climate of controversy 
and rebellion that characterized 
the first period of the Civil War 
took place on the scandal of the 
paintings for the University of 
Vienna. In 1894 the Ministry 
of Education commissioned 
Matsch and Klimt to decorate 
the ceiling of the main hall of the 
University. In the spring of 1900, 
during the seventh exhibition of 
the Secession, was exposed Phi-
losophy, the first of three panels 
designed by Klimt....

 Filosofia

 Medicina
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The canvas is presented in two 
parts: in the upper one counts the 
three components of the ideals of 
justice, the Truth, Justice and the 
Law, embalmed in a Byzantine 
mosaic, are placed beneath the 
dried heads of judges and, in the 
lower part, unfolds the drama of 
real punishment. Three Furies, 
portrayed as beautiful and lasci-
vious femme fatale fin de siècle, 
preside over the violent revenge 
that undergoes a defenseless old 
who awaits the verdict as in a 
Kafkaesque nightmare. Many 
have wanted to see in the figure 
of the old allusion  the figure of 
the same Klimt, hit the public 
misunderstanding and rejection of 
his own clients. Klimt, in fact, was 
subjected to an unfair judgment 
and final: “Repeated allusions 
through the ministry made me 
realize that I have become an 
embarrassment. But for an artist 
in the highest sense of the term, 
there is nothing more painful 
to create the works, and for this 
receive compensation from a 
contractor who does not offer his 
heart and the reason for his full 
support. “These words can help us 
to understand the brazen pessimi-
sm on which this work is based. 
This was the last Klimt’s public 
commission.

Law was the 
true cause of 
the scandal. 
In this work, 
in fact, Klimt 
portrayed not 
the triumph 
of an impor-
tant social 
institution, 
but a blind 
force and 
cruel, ruthless 
in the face 
of impassive 
faces of the 
judges. 

Gustav Klimt, Law, 1900 (the work was destroyed in 1945)
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Pablo Picasso (Málaga, Oc-
tober 25, 1881 - April 8, 
1973) was a Spanish painter, 
sculptor and lithographer 
world-renowned as one of 
the masters of twentieth-
century painting. In 1946, 
Picasso was trying atelier in 
which to perform large-scale 
compositions. The museum’s 
Director suggested to the 
painter the great hall of the 
castle on the island Grimaldi 
of Antibes. 

PICASSO 
(Antibes period)
 One of the aspects that 
characterize the period in 
Antibes is the character of 
geometrical simplification 
and it is, moreover, at the 
base of the avant-garde 
movement of Cubism. 

Very fascinated by the 
simple life of the island, 
mainly linked to the ma-
rine and fisheries’ view, 
Picasso watched the real 
representig the death na-
ture composed of marine 
animals such as octopus, 

squid and sea urchin.

PICASSO
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Died nature with black shutters with lemon, moray, mullet, squid and three hed-
gehogs.

72

The artist was enthusiastic 
to the point that he said, 
“Here I paint not only for 
myself, but i will decorate 
the museum.” The Picas-
so Museum of Antibes 
was the first museum in 
the world to be entirely 
dedicated to the Spanish 
artist in 1966. And ‘this 
is a place that has always 
linked to the painter to the 
small island of the Cote 
d’Azure . 

ART
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Jean Arnaud

Since ancient times, the 
octopus has inspired ar-
tists and writers from 
around the world. But 
why?  Jean Arnaud, ar-
tist and professor of fine 
arts in Marseille,tried to 
explain that in 2007, in 
a conference-wise. “The 
restless octopus seduces 
for her shapeless look, half 
liquid and half solid.” So 
Arnaud opened its inve-
stigation full of references 
from the literature, the 
visual arts, cinema. The 
animal, “the original and 
eschatological figure” .
“Oxymorian being” of a 

thousand faces, embodies 
in itself the good and the 
bad, light and darkness, is 
“the male sprawling and 
dark feminine mouth.” 
The potential of this evo-
cative archetypal animal, 
“a symbol of mobility,” 
have always stimulated 
the human imagination. 
Thanks to these many 
features, the octopus has 
produced different and 
contradictory feelings.

In Greek-Roman world, in 
Japanese art and in the art of 
the twentieth century, artists 
have enhanced the positive 
and decorative sinuosity of 
this animal. The curves and 
undulating grounds of the 
octopus inspired the grounds 
of the works of Gustav Klimt, 
Max Ernst and the still life 
of octopuses and cuttlefish 
of Picasso. In contemporary 
art instead mimicry of the 
animal and its “fluid intel-
ligence,” the symbols of the 
“mobility”, have been associa-
ted more often to the voltage 
to change the established 
order. The octopus has beco-
me revolutionary emblem, 
the symbol of the “strategy 
of resistance impure and fru-
itful to the established socio-
cultural models.” Example of 
the “complexity of things in 
motion,” the octopus is now 
the contemporary thought 
of the mutation and is the 
mirror of human changes.
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Tattoo art  inspired by the polyhedral shape of 
the octopus.
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Octopus in contemporany art photography...
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Il polpo in Architettura 
The building lies on the 
concrete slope towards 
the sea, like an octopus 
living. Coloured as a clam 
sprawling, instead of 
suckers has dozens of eyes 
that light up the interior 
dome. Dwell in it makes 
you feel different. All the 
rooms have a circular plan 
and even swimming pools 
and gardens are round. 
The building is designed 
so perhaps a way to build 
the statue on the surface 
of a bathysphere collec-
tive.
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THE OCTOPUS IN THE ARCHITECTURE
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The Octopus ... also prota-
gonist in the furnish field.

The Octopus Armchair / 
Octopus Chair of Maximo 
Riera

Lamps-sculptures: inspi-
ration and wisdom in the 
ceramics art have been 
applied by Furio Giovan-
nacci in works dedicated 
to the octopus.
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   “... I send messages of black ink,
 black black black 

the eight arms to hold you
 I miss eight arms 

eight arms to find you
 eight arms I miss 

And when at last I’ll find you 
a hundred suckers I will attack

And we will dance togheter
 This octopus of love ... “

If the last album of Vinicio Capossela, “The Spear of 
Achilles” is a song of love more openly, “Octopus d’a-
mor” is the text’s most sensuously sprawling, more per-
versely abysmal ... A eros lived through the depths of 
the collective unconscious, the human imagination, 
the universal creativity, as expected and longed thorny 
absence.
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THE OCTOPUS AND SUPERSTITION 
One of the most common 
rites by the Japanese is to 
lean over the desk a statue 
of an octopus. This is be-
cause in Japanese octopus 
can be said in two ways 
TAKO or OKUTOPA-
SU. This word can also 
be read as a short phrase:      

OKU TO PASU transla-
ted in-if you put it on,you 
will pass. For this reason, 
the octopus was elected as 
a lucky charm for the stu-
dents.
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The octopus and the kindle: when technology 
is inspired by nature                                                                           

It may seems strange but
an octopus and a Kindle, 
the best electronic books 
reader, have many similar 
characteristics: both de-
pend on the natural light 
to generate their “display” 
and both are able to chan-
ge their appearance quic-
kly.
By  comparison, howe-
ver, it seems that modern 
technology is miserably 
beaten by the prowess 
that nature has given 
to our cephalopod. In 
fact, as explained by 
Rich Baraniuk, resear-
cher at Rice Universityin 

Houston,cephalopod 
fails to perform his “ca-
mouflage” using only the 
diffuse underwater light, 
while the most advan-
ced technologies require 
a strong power con-
sumption. These techno-
logies use a special reflec-
tive paper called e-paper 
which is undoubtedly less 
than the complex sistem 
that allows the octopus to 
make their coloration; oc-
topus in fact use the chro-
matophores, pigment-
filled sacs in the skin
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which could expand or con-
tract themselves depending on 
the muscolar tension.        
For various shades instead, 
spoke irridofori, small reflec-
tive patches, and leucofori, 
static components that use 
proteins to reflect white light. 
The engineers are working to 
create cutting-edge products 
whose technology is based on 
the amazing abilities of the 
octopus. Another outstanding 
quality of cephalopods in the 
skin is super flexible and al-

most instantaneous integration 
of their skin-display with the 
visual system. “Humanity has 
never developed anything as 
complex and sophisticated as 
the biology and physics of the 
skin of cephalopods”.
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The sense of the mice for the 
probabilistic calculation

In an experimental study 
conducted by Yi Li and 
Joshua Tate Dudman 
Howard Hughes Medi-
cal Institute in Ashburn, 
Virginia, published in 
the “Proceedings of the 
National Academy of 
Sciences”, it was found 
that mice following a be-
havioral model, based on 
probabilistic calculation 
, to calculate the possi-
bility to get a reward in 
relation to the time requi-
red to obtain it. In cir-
cumstances of supervised 
laboratory, many animal 
species show the abili-
ty to understand when 

and if it comes a reward; 
particularly this happens 
during the test of condi-
tioning, in which animals 
are trained to understand 
both the conditioned sti-
muluses, and the use of a 
certain behavior to obtain 
a reward (operant condi-
tioning). Other experi-
ments have documented 
that more accurate mice 
also assimilate the delay 
will get a reward after the 
conditioned stimulus or 
behavior. In this study, Li 
and Dudman of labora-
tory mice subjected to a 
difficult diagram of condi-
tioning in an
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experimental apparatus, 
equipped with two levers. 
Only one of the two le-
vers activated a mechani-
sm that allowed to obtain 
the water (the reward), 
but only 85 percent of 
attempts and after a cer-
tain waiting time. The 
results obtained reveal 
that to reach an objective 
mice can use various be-
havioral strategies. First, 
they are able to quickly 
adapt their waiting time 
of reward after a few 

attempts. In addition, 
they can refer to the time 
required to obtain the 
reward stored in dozens 
of previous tests, and not 
just in the tests the latest 
and most similar tests. 
In the authors’opinion, 
the data explain that the 
mice are based on a kind 
of “probabilistic model” 
that give the possibility of 
optimizing the behavio-
ral strategies in a variable 
context.
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That mouthy clown fish 

A study run by Orphal Col-
leye and colleagues at the 
University of Liege, on sam-
ples of the subfamily Clown-
fish (Family Pomacentridae) 
also known as “clown fish”, 
it was found that these spe-
cimens using two different 
kinds of sounds to commu-
nicate with their similar. An 
aggressive, used 
in times of chase or attack 
the individual dominant, the 

other hand, softer, typical 
specimens of smaller size, 

which is characterized by in-
creasingly shorter emissions 
and higher frequency with 
decreasing size of the fish. 
According to the study, the 
clown fish emit sounds of 
different frequency and du-
ration to enforce their role, 
even if there is recourse for 
the pairing.
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Wild monkeys who use tools 

Some scientists have found, 
surprisingly, that of wild 
monkeys using stone tools 
to facilitate the collection of 
food. Anthropologists An-
tonio C. de A. Moura and 
Phylls C. Lee of the ‘Uni-
versity of Cambridge have 
observed the monkeys in the 
forests of northeastern Brazil; 
the capuchin monkeys, daily 
use various stone tools to 
crack seeds, tubers to empty 

but especially for digging.                                                                              
It is seen that the mon
keys take the stone with one 
hand and hit the ground se-
veral times, while with the 
other hand sweep away the 
topsoil. Scientists speculate 
that the use of these tools by 
these animals occur only in 
certain conditions, such as 
during the long and sultry 
summers in Brazil.



SIMPLE BUSINESS      www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoUmlslBNCg

UNDER THE SEA     www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMpMfv8bvkI&feature=youtu.be

COCONUT CARRYING OCTOPUS www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DoWdHOtlrk

PIRATE OF THE CARRIBEAN www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlPcJv9V0vc&feature=yo
utu.be

KAYAK                                   www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0ER1kFPbc

MULTIMEDIA
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D&G SICILY                         www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmS7e3pM3ng

THE CLASS II E PRESENT “OCTOPUS”         http://youtu.be/JMY4BRvqbpE

MULTIMEDIA
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BIENVENUE À POLPOPOLIS
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I have been chosen for a very 
important project, I am very 

excited

81

2

Salut! où vas-tu?  
Tu es pressé?

On m’a choisi pour un projet 
très important je suis très 
excité...
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Ils veulent vous connaitre mieux 
peut-etre! Dans leur monde, 
vous etes partout!

De quoi il s’agit?  Et 
pourquoi un de nous?

3
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Mais bien sur, nous 
sommes très connus!

Qui n’a pas lu Hugo, Verne...
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et la publicitè...

...et le cinéma, 
Walt Disney?!
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...les excellentes recettes d’Apicius, 
tous les romains en étaient fous!

Et puis, le poulpe, en on parlé 
Ovide, Pline, Teognide.
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 Nous sommes des mollusque     
céphalopodes,nous avons de 

grandes  potentialités!

Vous etes uniques, avec vos 
grands yeux,huit bras...
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Andiamo anche al cinema. 
Vediamo 50 fotogrammi al se-
condo e ad alta definizione! 
Gli uomini no.

Vi hanno scelto perchè siete          
molto intelligenti!
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Nous allons aussi au cinéma. 
Nous voyons 50 photogrammes 
par seconde; les hommes, non

On vous a choisi parce que 
vous etes très intelligents!
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C’est vrai!
Vraiment!
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J’ai entendu dire que peut-etre vos 
aussi, vous avez les neurones miroirs.

Vous connaissez Rizzolatti?

De qui parles-tu? je con-
nais seulement des auteurs du 

monde classique
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Oh si,“fai tua l’indole del polpo dai 
molti tentacoli.”

  Eh, come Doctor Jekyll e 
Mister Hyde. Siamo nel 2013! 
Le neuroscienze!!!
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 Eh,comme Doctor Jekyll and 
Mister Hyde. Nous sommes en 
2013!  Et les neurosciences!!!  
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Oh oui, “prends la nature du poulpe aux 
nombreux tentacules”.
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Les neurones miroir seront pour 
la psychologie  ce que le DNA a 
été pour la biologie!

Avec la découverte des neurones 
miroir les neurosciences ont 
commencé à comprendre ce que le 
théatre savait depuis toujours...
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Et l’art, alors? Les anphores 
mycéniennes, mais Klimt aussi  
et Picasso...

La fontaine de Rapallo! 
Peut-etre les designers ont 
exagéré, il y a de tout, 
l’Octopus chair, les lampes 
etc.
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Comment aurons nous de tes nouvelles?

Au revoir à tout le monde, je 
vais aller chez Fiorito,il pense 
que l’intelligence du poulpe 
est aussi aigue que celle  d’un 
vertebré,je l’aiderai beaucoup 
dans ses expériences! 
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Suivez-moi sur  
www.liceolamura.org
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Ciao, dove vai 
così di fretta??

Mi hanno scelto per un 
progetto molto importante, 
sono emozionatissimo....
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Forse vogliono conoscervi meglio!
Nel loro mondo siete 

dappertutto!

Di cosa si tratta? E perchè 
proprio uno di noi??
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Ma certo, siamo 
conosciutissimi!

Chi non ha letto Hugo,Verne...
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e perchè la
          pubblicità ...

... il cinema, 
     Walt Disney?!
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...le deliziose ricette di Apicio, tutti i 
romani ne andavano pazzi...!

E poi il polpo è stato anche og-
getto di narrazione da parte di 

Ovidio, Plinio, Teognide.
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Siamo molluschi 
cefalopodi abbiamo 
grandi potenzialità!

Siete unici con questi grandi 
occhi,le otto braccia ...
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Andiamo anche al cinema. 
Vediamo 50 fotogrammi al se-
condo e ad alta definizione! 
Gli uomini no.

Vi hanno scelto perchè siete          
molto intelligenti!
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Ho sentito dire che forse anche 
voi avete i neuroni specchio. 
Conoscete Rizzolatti?

Di chi parli? Io conosco 
solo autori del mondo 
classico!
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Oh si,“fai tua l’indole del polpo dai 
molti tentacoli.”

  Eh, come Doctor Jekyll e 
Mister Hyde. Siamo nel 2013! 
Le neuroscienze!!!
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I neuroni specchio saranno per 
la psicologia quello che il DNA 
è stato per la biologia!

Con la scoperta dei neuroni 
specchio le neuroscienze han 
no cominciato a capire quello 
che il teatro sapeva da
sempre...
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Dimenticate l’arte? 
Le anfore micenee,ma 
anche Klimt,Picasso...

La fontana di Rapallo! 
Forse i designer hanno 
esagerato c’è di tutto, 
l’Octopus chair, le 
lampade ecc.
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Come potremo avere tue notizie??

...ciao a tutti, ora vado da 
Fiorito, lui pensa che la mente 
del polpo sia acuta almeno 
come quella di un vertebrato, 
lo aiuterò molto nei suoi 
esperimenti!
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 Seguitemi su 
www.liceolamura.org
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